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STEPPING
ON THE GAS:
Is it Permitted to Increase Supply to
Drive Down Prices?

Adapted from the writings of Rav Micha Cohn

One of the many practical ramifications of
sanctions in the middle east relates to the
price of crude oil. This drop or increase is
attributed to many factors: increased U.S.
production of oil, lower demand from a slower
China and Europe, manipulation of the oil
market by traders, and rhetoric from Saudi Arabia that it is not going to cut output.
Indeed, the law of supply and demand has
played a great role in economics from ancient
to modern times. In this article we will discuss a question that has spanned centuries
and continents but in essence remains the
same. Is it permitted to increase supply or
lower prices at the expense of other merchants? Does the welfare of the community
play a role?

selling rights came before Rabbi Meir Ei-

The

senstadt (1670-1744), the author of Shu”t
Panim Mei’ros (1,78). One merchant slashed

on the

his prices and was diverting all the business
to himself. The other merchant claimed that
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this was unfair competition. While it would
seem that this case is exactly what the
above Mishnah praised, Rabbi Eisenstadt
made two distinctions. He asserted, based
on Rashi’s explanation, that the high prices in the Mishnah were due to merchants
hoarded produce to keep supply low and
demand high. By a merchant lowering his
prices it would force the other merchants
to release their stock pile into the market so
they could earn a profit. This is praised because the merchant is reversing the artificial lack of supply created by the merchants.
However, being that whiskey in the 1700’s

Adapted from a shiur by Rav Yitzchak Grossman

To Make Up The Dead: Is
Embalming Permitted?
ויצו יוסף את עבדיו את הרופאים לחנט את
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What exactly was this chanata/embalming
that was done to Yaakov and Yosef and was it
permitted?

was scarce and highly regulated, lowering

Midrash Rabba/Abarbanel — Involved an in-

prices was creating an unsustainable situa-

vasive procedure of cutting the stomach open

tion and would simply be driving the other

and removing the intestines, liver, etc. Spices

We begin with a Mishnah in Tractate Bava

merchants out of business. This, reasoned

and other chemicals were then added to pre-

Metziah (60a). Rebbe Yehudah taught, it is

Rabbi Eisenstadt, the sages never permit-

vent decay. The body eventually hardened and

forbidden for a merchant to give out walnuts

ted.

retained its form for an extended period of

to children to attract them to his store or slash
his prices because this is unfair competition.
The Rabbis, whose opinion is the final halacha, disagreed. They maintained that distributing sweets is permitted and the merchant
who slashes his prices should be blessed.
The Talmud explains, just as this merchant
attracts customers by giving out walnuts,
other merchants could give out almonds or
use similar tactics. Furthermore, the price
reducer is blessed because he will lower the
market prices. Apparently, the Rabbis viewed
lowering market prices favorably even at the
expense of the vendors.
For hundreds of years Jewish people made a living by buying a liquor license
from the municipality and selling whiskey
primarily to non-Jews. In the early 1700s a
dispute between two merchants over liquor

Furthermore, the sages praised

time.

the merchant who lowered his prices be-

Radak/Tosafos Yom Tov in Pesachim – Agree

cause of the communal good. This would

and add that this embalming was done to

make sense for staple items like grain and

other Jewish kings as well (serefa referred

produce where the Jewish community can

to elsewhere in Tanach).

benefit. However, liquor is a different story. It

Rashba – Cites the Midrash and

is far from a staple item and primarily pur-

allows chemical cremation in

chased by gentiles. For these reasons Rabbi

specific cases.

Meir Eisenstadt ruled that the price cutting
was unfair.

Zohar cited by many
acharonim (e.g.

A hundred years later, Rabbi Chaim
Palaggi (1788-1868) of Izmir, Turkey, deals

Chasam
Sofer,

spotlight
The law and The Law

A fundamental objective of
our Even Haezer Chabura is encraftsmen. In his responsa Smicha LeChaim
suring that all procedures and agreements are both halachically and legally
(CM 16) he discusses whether a dyer may
binding, given the broad implications in a
cut his prices and draw business away
secular court. To that end, the Chabura is in contact with lawyers where they expand their knowledge
from other dyers. Rabbi Palaggi
regarding
reconciling civil law with halacha.
took a more permissive position
with the same question, just this time with
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than the Panim Mei’ros. Firstly, he main-

weighs the individual. Parenthetically, the Le-

tained that the Mishnah’s praise for lower-

vishai Mordechai (1, CM 12) used the logic of

ing the market price is not limited to staple

Rabbi Halberstam and the Ba”ch to defend a

items but to anything that the community

community which built a public mikvah when

will benefit from, like cheaper dyeing fees.

there was already a private one in existence

Secondly, he pointed out that if the Jewish

(although he then worked out a compromise).

community will not benefit it does not nec-

However, the Maharam Shick (CM 20) strong-

essarily mean it is prohibited. The Mishnah

ly questioned how it could be permitted to

allows distributing sweets not because it is

directly ruin a person’s source of livelihood.

a communal benefit but because the oth-

He argued that the public good could justify

er merchants could do the same. Therefore,

encroaching on a person’s source of livelihood

the dyer should be permitted to charge low-

but not to devastate it.

er fees to woo customers because it is some-

In summation, halacha looks favorably at in-

thing the others could do as well. For these
reasons Rabbi Chaim Palaggi ruled that the
dyer may charge lower prices.

The
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creasing supply or lowering fees in order to
drive down market prices if it benefits the
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community. This is true with staple items like

Along the same lines, Rabbi Chaim

food and fuel and may even be true with oth-

Halbestam of Sanz maintained that if low-

er items as well. It is permitted to use tactics
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ering prices benefits the public it is permit-

to attract customers like giveaways and sales
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ted even if it will drive the competition out

as long as the competitor could do the same.

of business (Divrei Chaim 2 CM 54,58,). He

However, if these practices will directly cause a
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based his position on a ruling of the Ba”ch

fellow-Jew to lose his livelihood there could be

(Shu”t 60) that the communal good out-

a serious halachic issue involved.
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 דף כ"דTHE MINIMUM AGE OF A CHAZAN

EVENTS AT THE
BAIS HAVAAD

This week, on December 19th, Bank
Leumi in Aventura, Florida, hosted
the Bais HaVaad as part of their Torah
event targeting their Jewish clientele.
When Bank Leumi was seeking a nationally recognized organization to present a seminar on Business Halacha for their clients,
the Bais HaVaad was the obvious choice, given their deep roots in the Aventura community.
In fact, the Bais HaVaad is privileged to have Rabbi Yosef Galimidi, the Rabbi in the Safra
Synagogue, as the Regional Director of the Bais HaVaad’s South Florida Kehilla Division.
Rabbi Dovid Grossman, shlit”a, Rosh Bais HaVaad, was the featured speaker, and he discussed the challenges and issues regarding Wills and Estates in Halacha. To set up a consultation on halachic wills, contact the Bais HaVaad.
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ville) — Yaakov’s

The
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body

would

never

have

been mutilated.
Rather, they inserted the necessary elements
through open passageways in the body.
Midrash – Some say Yosef was criticized for not
having faith that Yaakov wouldn’t decompose.
The above sources address embalming in-
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 דף כ"הIS PLASTIC SUSCEPTIBLE TO TUM’AH
 דף כ"וTHE “YAKNEHAZ” HAVDALAH
 דף כ"זSHECHITAS SIMANIM: FISH & FOWL
 דף כ"חDEAD OR ALIVE?
 דף כ”טMAKING THE CUT
' דף לA KOSHER ENDING

directly, but what is the halacha concerning

Inserting the chemicals without cutting open

embalming? Contemporary poskim disagree

the body (Rogatchover Gaon)

why it is problematic:

If it is done for a case of kavod hameis, e.g.,

Nivul (degrading to) the meis – It is demean-

delaying the funeral legitimately (Kol Bo al

ing to the deceased (Kol Bo al Aveilus).

Aveilus citing R.Bloch from Jersey City)

Bitul Mitzvas Kevura (Rogatchover Gaon)

If the deceased is to be moved, and the heat

The deceased will not receive kappara (atone-

will cause decomposition. However, body parts

ment) without decomposing (Emek Halacha).
Nevertheless, the poskim mention a number
of situations where it may be allowed:

Zichron
Gershon Kollel
for Dayanus
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should not be removed (Gesher Hachaim), and
blood removed is customarily subsequently
buried.
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